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The Dark Side of Camelot

1998

with its meticulously documented and compulsively readable portrait of jfk as a man whose reckless
personal behavior imperiled his presidency this monumental work of investigative journalism reveals the
kennedy white house as never before now in paperback this watershed work promises more provocative
debate of photos copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Seymour Hersh

2013

seymour hersh has been the most important famous and controversial journalist in the united states for
the last forty years from his expos� of the my lai massacre in 1969 to his revelations about torture
at abu ghraib prison in 2004 hersh has consistently captured the public imagination spurred policymakers
to reform and drawn the ire of presidents from the streets of chicago to the newsrooms of the most
powerful newspapers and magazines in the united states seymour hersh tells the story of this pulitzer
prize winning journalist and author robert miraldi scrutinizes the scandals and n

Dark Side of (9 Copy Prepack) Camelot the

1998-09-01

america has no official royalty by design yet there have been the roosevelts the adams the bushes the
wanabee clintons and most intriguing of all the kennedys the kennedys have so far only reached the
presidency once but the assassination of jfk and his brother robert and the trials and tribulations of the
family members and society in general continue to fascinate the world this new book presents more than
1200 citations of books and related materials arranged by family member the accompanying cd rom offers
ready access and easy searching

The Kennedy Family

2007

just in time for the chairman s centennial the endlessly absorbing sequel to james kaplan s bestselling
frank the voice which completes the definitive biography that frank sinatra justly termed the entertainer
of the century deserves and requires like peter guralnick on elvis kaplan goes behind the legend to give us
the man in full in his many guises and aspects peerless singer sometimes accomplished actor business mogul
tireless lover and associate of the powerful and infamous in 2010 s frank the voice james kaplan in rich
distinctive compulsively readable prose told the story of frank sinatra s meteoric rise to fame
subsequent failures and reinvention as a star of live performance and screen the story of ol blue eyes
continues with sinatra the chairman picking up the day after he claimed his academy award in 1954 and
had reestablished himself as the top recording artist sinatra s life post oscar was astonishing in scope
and achievement and occasionally scandal including immortal recordings almost too numerous to count
affairs ditto many memorable films and more than a few stinkers rat pack hijinks that mesmerized the world
with their air of masculine privilege and an intimate involvement at the intersection of politics and
organized crime that continues to shock and astound with its hubris james kaplan has orchestrated the
wildly disparate aspects of frank sinatra s life and character into an american epic a towering
achievement in biography of a stature befitting its subject

Sinatra

2015-10-27

now with an all new bonus chapter in the bestselling the kennedy curse james patterson applies his
writerly skills to real life history re telling the political clan s rise and fall and rise again and fall
again with novelistic style people kennedys were always taught to win at all costs and they did but the
price they paid was unimaginable across decades and generations the kennedys have been a family of
charismatic adventurers raised to take risks and excel their name is synonymous with american royalty
their commitment to public service is legendary but for all the successes the family has been blighted by
assassinations fatal accidents drug and alcohol abuse and sex scandals to this day the kennedys
occupy a unique contradictory place in the world s imagination at once familiar and unknowable charmed
and cursed the kennedy curse is a revealing fascinating account of america s most famous family as told
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by the world s most trusted storyteller also published as the house of kennedy in the us when i wrote my
first novel after several non fiction works about politics james patterson lovingly lambasted me for
infringing on his thriller territory now i know how he feels as he crosses into non fiction politics with
this juicy and entertaining look at a political family that continues to wield power and influence he s
too good it isn t fair jake tapper cnn anchor and author of the hellfire club

The Kennedy Curse

2020-04-13

annotation the american president s character matters to most americans it matters deeply but how do
we define what character means and why can t we agree in this sober probing consideration of the
character factor and the presidency veteran political analyst james p pfiffner leads us through a survey
of three aspects of presidential character that have proved problematic for recent chief executives lies
promise keeping and sexual probity his goal is not to tell us which presidents have been good and which
bad rather he helps us think critically and impartially about complex character issues and invites us to
reach our own conclusions the character factor avoids both moral judgments and cynicism it helps us
look at our presidents and our presidential candidates without illusions knowing that flawed men can
still be great leaders but that some flaws deserve defeat at the polls or even the ultimate presidential
sanction impeachment

The Character Factor

2004

the most notorious conspiracy minded zine steamshovel press presents what the conspiracy doesnt want
the readers to have information both volumes contain powerful conspiratorial undercurrents from
recent times and past history includes internet links to help involve the readers in the counterconspiracy
the new yorker calls it on the cutting edgeand a strange place that is volume one includes reich and
little rock cord meyer book reviews gloria steinem bugs and bombs curtis lemay jenny randles iron
mountain jfk lobster monicagate starbucks murders right wing conspiracy octopus crewes ginsberg liskers
birthday dr john kerry thornley and more

Cyberculture Counterconspiracy

1999

never before have americans been more concerned about the moral dimensions of presidential leadership
what role should morality play in the decision making of our most powerful elected official what did the
founders think about the significance of morality in this cherished political institution does the private
behavior of a president influence his or her ability to lead our nation in the scarlet thread of scandal
eminent scholar charles w dunn turns a penetrating eye to the history of presidential scandals to answer
these and other pressing questions scandals are surely nothing new in the white house ever since the
creation of the republic presidents have made morally questionable judgments whether constitutional
ethical legal or personal in eloquent and judicious prose dunn chronicles the numerous controversies in
presidential history paying particular attention to their impact on the american people and public memory
the scarlet thread of scandal will make all americans think differently about past present and future
presidents

The Scarlet Thread of Scandal

2001

an explosive tale of suspense and drama as the author dodges bullets the cia and a crazy israeli
intelligence agent in his real life rollercoaster quest to hunt down the key to the deep dark secret which
will rock the governments of both great britain and the united states and trigger the political scandal
of the century

The Hunt For Margaret Thatcher's Assassin

2014-05-01

a startling new perspective on the 1961 invasion of cuba
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Decision for Disaster

2003-11-25
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2014-02

the instant new york times bestseller a dazzling biography of three of the most glamorous women of the
20th century jacqueline bouvier kennedy onassis her mother janet lee auchincloss and her sister princess
lee radziwill do you know what the secret to happily ever after is janet bouvier auchincloss would ask
her daughters jackie and lee during their tea time money and power she would say it was a lesson neither
would ever forget they followed in their mother s footsteps after her marriages to the philandering
socialite black jack bouvier and the fabulously rich standard oil heir hugh d auchincloss jacqueline
bouvier would marry john f kennedy and the story of their marriage is legendary as is the story of her
second marriage to greek shipping magnate aristotle onassis less well known is the story of her love
affair with a world renowned architect and a british peer her sister lee had liaisons with one and possibly
both of jackie s husbands in addition to her own three marriages to an illegitimate royal a polish prince
and a hollywood director if the bouvier women personified beauty style and fashion it was their lust for
money and status that drove them to seek out powerful men no matter what the cost to themselves or
to those they stepped on in their ruthless climb to the top based on hundreds of new interviews with
friends and family of the bouviers among them their own half brother as well as letters and journals j
randy taraborrelli s book paints an extraordinary psychological portrait of two famous sisters and
their ferociously ambitious mother

Jackie, Janet & Lee

2018-01-30

the instant new york times bestseller from the new york times bestselling author of jackie janet lee comes
a fresh and often startling look at the life of the legendary former first lady jacqueline kennedy onassis
based on hundreds of interviews with friends family and lovers over a thirty year period as well as
previously unreleased material from the jfk library kennedy historian j randy taraborrelli paints an
unforgettable new portrait of a woman whose flaws and contradictions only serve to make her even
more iconic i have three lives jackie told a former lover public private and secret in this revealing
biography readers will become intimately familiar with all three new insights from the book include jackie s
cold feet before her wedding to jack kennedy and her secret plan to avoid moving into the white house with
him jackie s plan to meet with the woman with whom her husband aristotle onassis was again having an
affair maria callas and why in the end she decided against it the truth about the nude photos of jackie
which scandalized her in the 1970s and which family member had betrayed her by selling them her unusual
relationship with maurice templesman which was never what outsiders believed it to be the never before
reported last ditch efforts to save jackie s life with experimental cancer treatments and the doctor who
wouldn t risk jail time in order to treat her twenty nine years after her death and sixty years after the
assassination of president kennedy jackie delivers the last word on one of the most famous women in the
world

Jackie: Public, Private, Secret

2023-07-18

rendered from the 11th edition of copi cohen introduction to logic the most respected introductory logic
book on the market this concise version presents a simplified yet rigorous introduction to the study of
logic it covers all major topics and approaches using a three part organization that outlines specific
topics under logic and language deduction and induction for individuals intrigued by the formal study of
logic

Essentials of Logic

2016-12-08

now with an all new bonus chapter in the bestselling the house of kennedy james patterson applies his
writerly skills to real life history re telling the political clan s rise and fall and rise again and fall
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again with novelistic style people the kennedys have always been a family of charismatic adventurers
raised to take risks and excel living by the dual family mottos to whom much is given much is expected and
win at all costs and they do but at a price across decades and generations the kennedys have occupied a
unique place in the american imagination charmed cursed at once familiar and unknowable the house of
kennedy is a revealing fascinating account of america s most storied family as told by america s most
trusted storyteller

The House of Kennedy

2020-04-13

for 150 years the story of the kennedy family has been inextricably linked to their heritage as irish
catholic immigrants from patrick kennedy s 1848 arrival in brahmin boston from country wexford ireland
to joseph kennedy s vatican ties and jackie s thoughts on faith and sorrow to kennedy confidante father
mcsorley s religious counsel following the assassination of jfk through groundbreaking interviews with
senator edward kennedy and other kennedy family and friends acclaimed journalist thomas maier casts the
kennedy saga in an entirely new light showing how their irish catholic heritage influenced their public and
private decisions released to coincide with a documentary adapted from the book this edition features a
new preface in which maier explores the dynamics of the three brothers ted kennedy s legacy and the 2008
presidential elections that have been touched in so many ways by the kennedy family

The Kennedys: America's Emerald Kings

2009-03-25

i d rather win a pulitzer prize than be president of the united states john f kennedy confided to author
margaret coit shortly after his election to the senate in 1953 kennedy got his wish four years later
when his book profiles in courage was awarded the pulitzer for biography even though it wasn t among
the finalists for the prize furthermore the role of ted sorensen in drafting the main chapters in the book
was never acknowledged by kennedy s inner circle and kennedy himself was hyper sensitive until his dying
day about rumors that cast doubt on his ownership of profiles in courage still jack kennedy the writer is
part of the kennedy narrative that helped propel his political career and he did indeed work for a time as a
journalist and brought a measures of erudition wit and charm to his speeches but if the rumors
surrounding authorship of profiles in courage were proven to be true prior to his ascendance to the
presidency there might have been no brief and shining moment in america called camelot

JFK's Ghost

2021-06-01

there is a double standard for democrat and republican criminals an irresistible book that reminds us
what the new york times wants us to forget david horowitz publisher frontpage magazine shameless
bribery illicit sex sweeping corruption the democratic party is like the gambino mob but with matching
federal funds in this raucous head spinning look at the follies and felonies of today s most famous and
infamous liberals journalists lynn vincent and robert stacy mccain chronicle for the first time the
rampant crime sex and corruption of the democratic party donkey cons reveals how corrupt democrats in
congress outnumber corrupt republicans by as much as three to one how franklin roosevelt harry truman
and john f kennedy were elected with the help of the mob what two eyewitnesses said about jfk s obsession
with hookers how union operatives take from working families to deliver millions of dollars to
democrats how democrats in the 1990s covered up a conspiracy one expert called the largest incidence
of obstruction of justice in american history why democrats ignore crime victims and take the side of
rapists robbers and cop killers then stump for the right of felons to vote from bribery kickbacks and sex
scandals to espionage terrorism and rape what was once the party of the people has become a party with
an appallingly long rap sheet and this hard hitting sad but funny expos� of the crimes of the democratic
party finally puts all their misdeeds into perspective thoroughly researched using outrageous anecdotes
and intimate details donkey cons shows that the serial corruption of the clinton presidency wasn t an
anomaly but a developing unnerving pattern in the modern democratic ethos these are the stories the
democrats don t want you to read

Donkey Cons

2006-04-02

spanning from wwii to the cold war and beyond this is the magnificent triumphant biography of the
investigative journalist resistance fighter and whistle blower who helped expose the watergate scandal
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doris kearns goodwin author of leadership he was one of the most fascinating figures in 20th century
political history yet today elias demetracopoulos is strangely overlooked even though his life reads
like an epic adventure story as a precocious twelve year old in occupied athens he engaged in heroic
resistance efforts against the nazis for which he was imprisoned and tortured after his life was
miraculously spared he became an investigative journalist covering greece s tumultuous politics and
america s increasing influence in the region a clever and scoop hungry reporter elias soon gained access to
powerful figures in both governments and attracted many enemies when the greek military dictatorship
took power in 1967 he narrowly escaped to washington dc where he would lead the fight to restore
democracy in his homeland while running afoul of the american government too now after a decade of
research and original reporting james h barron uncovers the story of a man whose tireless pursuit of
uncomfortable truths would put him at odds with not only his own government but that of the truman
eisenhower kennedy johnson nixon ford carter and reagan administrations making him a target of cia fbi and
state department surveillance and harassment and greek kidnapping and assassination plots american
authorities may have purposefully overlooked a stunning feat of biographic storytelling sweeping from
world war ii to the cold war watergate and beyond the greek connection is about a lifetime of standing
up for democracy and a free press against powerful special interests it has much to teach us about our
own era s abuses of power dark money journalist intimidation and foreign interference in elections

The Greek Connection

2020-07-28

jfk had won the presidency in 1960 by a razor thin majority and his re election campaign for 1964 was
expected to be as close he began it in november 1963 with a kick off multi city four day swing across the
important state of texas it was going unexpectedly well when shots were fired into his triumphant
motorcade in downtown dallas that ripped history apart changing it forever the assassination of
american president john f kennedy in 1963 came at the very height of both the cold war following the
second world war and the pax americana that was thought to exist at the war s conclusion in 1945
the united states and its allies possessed a far greater number of nuclear weapons than their soviet
adversaries but the latter could unleash world war 3 and a nuclear armageddon that would destroy
them all the sudden and totally unexpected murder in broad daylight in an american city of one of the
most popular presidents in history was the murder mystery of the 20th century the cold war could have
become hot and nuclear within minutes the murderer had to be found and vital questions had to be
answered quickly who did it why and who ordered kennedy s assassination was the deed part of a
conspiracy foreign domestic or both were none of the these questions part of the bloody puzzle and was
it entirely possible that only one man was responsible the questions remain to this very day and dallas
fifty years on the murder of john f kennedy reveals sensational new evidence eyewitness accounts and top
secret documentation

Dallas 50 Years On: The Murder of John F. Kennedy

2014-03-27

this book examines ten major political scandals involving the white house in the past 50 years revealing
how the investigative reporters behind the stories uncovered the hidden truths on numerous occasions the
dogged efforts of investigative journalists have led to a dissemination of information that had a direct
effect on the course of american history the bay of pigs fiasco the watergate scandal monicagate of the
clinton administration and the enron accounting scandal the inside stories of modern political scandals
how investigative reporters have changed the course of american history features in depth interviews
with all living journalists responsible for revealing major political scandals involving the white house
including bob woodward and carl bernstein the reporters responsible for bringing the watergate scandal
to the light of day the author presents a fascinating view into the story behind the story regarding the
ten most momentous modern day political scandals in america containing both anecdotes from the
investigative reporters involved and specific examples from published articles this text reveals the
specific methods used by these award winning journalists to successfully pursue their stories and earn
their titles as watchdogs of our government our military and big business

The Inside Stories of Modern Political Scandals

2010-09-07

the cambridge companion to john f kennedy explores the creation and afterlife of an american icon
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The Cambridge Companion to John F. Kennedy

2015-04-27

from marilyn to mussolini people captivate people a e s biography best selling autobiographies and
biographical novels testify to the popularity of the genre but where does one begin collected here are
descriptions and evaluations of over 10 000 biographical works including books of fact and fiction
biographies for young readers and documentaries and movies all based on the lives of over 500 historical
figures from scientists and writers to political and military leaders to artists and musicians each entry
includes a brief profile autobiographical and primary sources and recommended works short reviews
describe the pertinent biographical works and offer insight into the qualities and special features of each
title helping readers to find the best biographical material available on hundreds of fascinating
individuals

The Biography Book

2001-02-28

protecting the presidential candidates is the first book of its kind to examine how presidents and
presidential candidates were protected during the presidential election cycles from jfk to biden it is also
the first book of its kind to tell the story of the role of state troopers and private bodyguards in
protecting presidential candidates protection for candidates changed and evolved from the free wheeling
style of the 1950s and early 1960s which afforded presidential candidates little or no protection to
the growth of bodyguard personnel increased intelligence facilities and state of the art technology
employed today to keep the candidates safe presidential candidates relish connecting with the public and
it has given greater visibility to the bodyguards who are willing to place themselves between a
presidential candidate and a would be attacker in the milieu in which the secret service operates
bodyguards have witnessed the terrors of election campaigns when presidential candidates have waded
into crowds to shake hands with their supporters rode in open top cars and made sudden but risky changes
to their schedules oblivious to the fact that in every campaign there have been people stalking candidates
with ill intent many stories revealed in protecting the presidential candidates have remained largely hidden
from the public some buried in newspaper archives and others in oral histories presidential libraries or
official government documents the author draws on numerous sources including fbi files presidential
biographies vice presidential biographies civilian bodyguard memoirs secret service agent memoirs white
house staff memoirs and more so that these stories can now be told the book also allows readers to
gain an insight into the personal as well as professional relationships between the candidate and the
bodyguards who protected them some candidates were so trusting of their bodyguards they embraced
them as part of an inner circle of advisers bodyguards have also witnessed embarrassing moments in a
candidate s campaign and how intrusive they have been at the most delicate of moments the president s day
is your day one agent said nobody sees the president the way an agent does

Protecting the Presidential Candidates

2021-11-24

black swan moments is the story of the kennedy assassination and the man who would have solved it
nuclear physicist frank jackson had a top secret security clearance he knew there had been a conspiracy
and he was going to name names but on december 13 1963 he died under mysterious circumstances at the
age of forty nine his death paved the way for the magic bullet theory this book explains the real reason
that chaim richman and the paines were introduced to lee harvey oswald it also reveals what really
happened in dealey plaza and it names the men who shot kennedy it features new information that explains
how the assassination was financed it was written to explain what happened to frank jackson and the
measures taken to silence the author it also includes shocking information about the events that led to
the controversial removal of frank jackson as director of the center for naval analyses in 1962 in
1963 many people in the government were aware of frank jackson among them were richard bissell fred
korth bobby kennedy john mccone john connally and john mccloy the intelligence community couldn t stop
this book from being published because it includes rare photos rare documents and unimpeachable
information from well placed sources highly detailed it answers questions that most people would be
afraid to ask about the death of our thirty fifth president

Black Swan Moments

2021-06-21

amc s episodic drama mad men has become a cultural phenomenon detailing america s preoccupation with
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commercialism and image in the camelot of 1960s kennedy era america while self consciously exploring
current preoccupations the 12 critical essays in this collection offer a broad interdisciplinary approach
to this highly relevant television show examining mad men as a cultural barometer for contemporary
concerns with consumerism capitalism and sexism topics include new historicist parallels between the
1960s and the present day psychoanalytical approaches to the show the self as commodity and the age
of camelot as an age of anxiety among others a detailed cast list and episode guide are included
instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here

Analyzing Mad Men

2011-08-12

a kirkus best book of 2013 a revelatory minute by minute account of jfk s last hundred days that asks
what might have been fifty years after his death president john f kennedy s legend endures noted author and
historian thurston clarke argues that the heart of that legend is what might have been as we approach
the anniversary of kennedy s assassination jfk s last hundred days reexamines the last months of the
president s life to show a man in the midst of great change finally on the cusp of making good on his
extraordinary promise kennedy s last hundred days began just after the death of two day old patrick
kennedy and during this time the president made strides in the cold war civil rights vietnam and his personal
life while jackie was recuperating the premature infant and his father were flown to boston for patrick s
treatment kennedy was holding his son s hand when patrick died on august 9 1963 the loss of his son
convinced kennedy to work harder as a husband and father and there is ample evidence that he suspended his
notorious philandering during these last months of his life also in these months kennedy finally came to
view civil rights as a moral as well as a political issue and after the march on washington he
appreciated the power of reverend martin luther king jr for the first time though he is often depicted as a
devout cold warrior kennedy pushed through his proudest legislative achievement in this period the limited
test ban treaty this success combined with his warming relations with nikita khrushchev in the wake of
the cuban missile crisis led to a d�tente that british foreign secretary sir alec douglas home hailed as the
beginning of the end of the cold war throughout his presidency kennedy challenged demands from his
advisers and the pentagon to escalate america s involvement in vietnam kennedy began a reappraisal in the
last hundred days that would have led to the withdrawal of all sixteen thousand u s military advisers
by 1965 jfk s last hundred days is a gripping account that weaves together kennedy s public and private
lives explains why the grief following his assassination has endured so long and solves the most
tantalizing kennedy mystery of all not who killed him but who he was when he was killed and where he
would have led us

JFK's Last Hundred Days

2013-07-16

a society that isn t sure what s true can t function but increasingly we no longer seem to know who or
what to believe we re barraged by a torrent of lies half truths and propaganda how do we even identify
good journalism any more at a moment of existential crisis for the news industry in our age of
information chaos news and how to use it shows us how from bias to snopes from clickbait to tl dr and
from fact checkers to the lamestream media here is a definitive user s guide for how to stay informed tell
truth from fiction and hold those in power accountable in the modern age

News and How to Use It

2020-11-26

praise for previous editions accessible this book is an excellent addition to collections serving general
readers high schools and undergraduates american reference books annual this readable volume is
recommended for high school public and undergraduate libraries booklist an outstanding reference tool
biographical dictionaries abound in political science as in other fields but wilson s work is more
accessible benefitting from his straightforward approach and simpler organization highly recommended
choice recommended library media connection an authoritative and readable guide serves as a helpful
resource for high school college and public libraries christian library journal american political leaders
third edition contains 286 biographical profiles of men and women in the united states who have
demonstrated their political leadership primarily by being elected nominated or appointed to significant
political offices in the united states or by having attained some special prominence associated with
political leadership this reference work provides students and general readers with a concise readable
guide to present and past leaders in u s politics included in this book are presidents vice presidents major
party candidates for president significant third party candidates important supreme court justices
speakers of the u s house of representatives senators representatives cabinet officers significant agency
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heads and diplomats since much of u s political leadership involves the representation of successive
waves of new groups within the u s political system special care has been taken to include the
contributions of women native americans african americans hispanic americans asian americans and
americans who represented earlier waves of immigrants to the united states profiles include john adams
president vice president diplomat revolutionary leader author amy coney barrett justice of the supreme
court pete buttigieg secretary of transportation candidate for president andrew cuomo governor of new
york jefferson davis secretary of war senator representative president of the confederate states of
america kamala harris senator vice president john lewis civil rights activist representative gavin newsom
governor of california barack obama senator president sonia sotomayor associate justice of the supreme
court elizabeth warren senator candidate for president

American Political Leaders, Third Edition

2021-10-01

when john f kennedy was shot millions were left to wonder how america and the world would have been
different had he lived to fulfill the enormous promise of his presidency for many historians and political
observers what kennedy would and would not have done in vietnam has been a source of enduring
controversy now based on convincing new evidence including a startling revelation about the kennedy
administration s involvement in the assassination of premier diem howard jones argues that kennedy
intended to withdraw the great bulk of american soldiers and pursue a diplomatic solution to the crisis in
vietnam drawing upon recently declassified hearings by the church committee on the u s role in
assassinations newly released tapes of kennedy white house discussions and interviews with john kenneth
galbraith robert mcnamara dean rusk and others from the president s inner circle jones shows that kennedy
firmly believed that the outcome of the war depended on the south vietnamese in the spring of 1962 he
instructed secretary of defense mcnamara to draft a withdrawal plan aimed at having all special
military forces home by the end of 1965 the comprehensive plan for south vietnam was ready for
approval in early may 1963 but then the buddhist revolt erupted and postponed the program convinced
that the war was not winnable under diem s leadership president kennedy made his most critical mistake
promoting a coup as a means for facilitating a u s withdrawal in the cruelest of ironies the coup
resulted in diem s death followed by a state of turmoil in vietnam that further obstructed disengagement
still these events only confirmed kennedy s view about south vietnam s inability to win the war and
therefore did not lessen his resolve to reduce the u s commitment by the end of november however the
president was dead and lyndon johnson began his campaign of escalation jones argues forcefully that if
kennedy had not been assassinated his withdrawal plan would have spared the lives of 58 000 americans
and countless vietnamese written with vivid immediacy supported with authoritative research death of a
generation answers one of the most profoundly important questions left hanging in the aftermath of john
f kennedy s death death of a generation was a choice outstanding academic title for 2003

Death of a Generation

2003-03-06

the acclaimed book now in paperback with a reading group guide and a new afterword by the author at
the height of the cold war jfk risked committing the greatest crime in human history starting a nuclear
war horrified by the specter of nuclear annihilation kennedy gradually turned away from his long held
cold warrior beliefs and toward a policy of lasting peace but to the military and intelligence agencies in
the united states who were committed to winning the cold war at any cost kennedy s change of heart
was a direct threat to their power and influence once these dark unspeakable forces recognized that
kennedy s interests were in direct opposition to their own they tagged him as a dangerous traitor plotted
his assassination and orchestrated the subsequent cover up douglass takes readers into the oval office
during the tense days of the cuban missile crisis along on the strange journey of lee harvey oswald and
his shadowy handlers and to the winding road in dallas where an ambush awaited the president s
motorcade as douglass convincingly documents at every step along the way these forces of the
unspeakable were present moving people like pawns on a chessboard to promote a dangerous and deadly
agenda

JFK and the Unspeakable

2010-10-19

exuberantly written highly informative jensen s stories that changed america examines the work of twenty
one investigative writers and how their efforts forever changed our country here are the pioneering
muckrakers like upton sinclair author of the fact based novel the jungle that inspired theodore roosevelt
to sign the pure food and drug act into law queen of the muckrakers ida mae tarbell whose mcclure
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magazine expos�s led to the dissolution of standard oil s monopoly and lincoln steffens a reporter who
unearthed corruption in both municipal and federal governments you ll also meet margaret sanger the
former nurse who coined the term birth control george seldes the most censored journalist in american
history nobel prize winning novelist john steinbeck environmentalist rachel carson national organization
of women founder betty friedan african american activist malcolm x consumer advocate ralph nader and
bob woodward and carl bernstein the pulitzer prize winning reporters whose watergate break in coverage
brought down president richard nixon the courageous writers jensen includes in this deftly researched
volume dedicated their lives to fight for social civil political and environmental rights with their mighty
pens

Stories that Changed America

2011-01-04

these days most americans know that the country has serious problems problems that will have to be
addressed before the country can move forward what are these problems where did they come from before
we can move forward we have to know where we are and how we got there american heart of darkness
paints an unvarnished picture of the seeds of destruction that were sown into the foundations of the
republic from the very beginning how did slavery come about in the land of the free how did a pre columbian
native population in north america alone of over eighteen million yes you heard it right native peoples
dwindle down to about two hundred thousand was it really small pox why has a people who
constantly talk about freedom democracy equality human rights life liberty and the pursuit of happiness
continually practiced racism genocide and war how do drugs come into the country and who is really
behind the most profitable product sold in the world there are also other unanswered questions that
need to be explored why were thousands of the worst nazi war criminals given refuge in the u s who
financed hitler where did hitler get his master race and genocidal ideas from was lee harvey oswald a c i a
agent were oswald sirhan sirhan ted kaczynski timothy mcvey and the peoples temple all mind control
mkultra subjects what really happened in the jeffery macdonald so called fatal vision case how does
hundreds of billions of dollars come into the united states every year without detection the answers to
these questions and many more will surprise you they are not in the history books although they should
be american heart of darkness volume i explores the ugly side of america that has been hidden for far too
long and it is literally killing us this book is not for the reader looking for an uplifting story to escape
everyday life for a few hours it is for true patriots who are sick and tired of being lied to and stolen
from it is for those who know they need to do something but do not know where to start it is for those
who feel powerless and that america s problems are far too big for little ol me to handle it is for those
with the courage to go from darkness to light as comedian and activist dick gregory once said if you been
in the dark for so long light will hurt your eyes this book will hurt your eyes the reader will be shocked
then angry then motivated and finally in the author s next two books empowered and liberated it is better
to see where we are and where we need to go right now before it is too late congratulations if you have
read this far this book is probably for you please keep in mind the universal truth that with any form of
government the leaders only have the power that the people allow them have this was true in india when
a little skinny guy named gandhi with no money and only a rag wrapped around his middle took on the
british empire and won there is no question that the american people have the power to reclaim a
government that is clearly not being run for them we have to empower ourselves to take this government
back from only a handful of selfish and greedy individuals who have proven that they only care about
making more and more money let us all stop giving them the power that belongs to us reading this book is
a beginning and then we will talk about what to do about it in the author s next two books

American Heart of Darkness

2013-05

this is a story of war and peace it may have been the greatest crime of the century after the bolshevik
coup and russian revolution and the murder of the russian romanov tsar nicholas ii his wife tsarina
alexandra and their five young children four grand duchesses olga anastasia tatiana marie and the
tsarevich alexis it is our story and i want to share it with you now because it is your story too

Taboo Genocide

2015-09-11

this is an authoritative volume of historiographical essays that survey the state of u s diplomatic
history the essays cover the entire range of the history of american foreign relations from the colonial
period to the present they discuss the major sources and analyze the most influential books and articles
in the field includes discussions of new methodological approaches in diplomatic history
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A Companion to American Foreign Relations

2008-04-15

the life and legacy of carolyn bessette kennedy wife of john f kennedy jr are reexamined in this captivating
and effervescent biography that is perfect for fans of my travels with mrs kennedy what remains and fairy
tale interrupted a quarter of a century after the plane crash that claimed the lives of john f kennedy jr
his wife carolyn and her sister lauren the magnitude of this tragedy remains fresh yet carolyn is still an
enigmatic figure a woman whose short life in the spotlight was besieged with misogyny and cruelty amidst
today s cultural reckoning about the way our media treats women elizabeth beller explores the real
person behind the tabloid headlines and media frenzy when she began dating america s prince carolyn was
increasingly thrust into an overwhelming spotlight filled with relentless paparazzi who reacted to her
reserve with a campaign of harassment and vilification to this day she is still depicted as a privileged
princess icy vapid and drug addicted she has even been accused of being responsible for their untimely death
allegedly delaying take off until she finished her pedicure but now she is revealed as never before a fiercely
independent woman devoted to her adopted city and career carolyn relied on her impeccable eye and drive
to fly up the ranks at calvin klein in the glossy high stakes fashion world of the 1990s when carolyn
met her future husband john was immediately drawn to her strong willed personality effortless charm and
high intelligence their relationship would change her life and catapult her to dizzying fame but it was her
vibrant life before their marriage and then hidden afterwards that is truly fascinating based on in depth
research and exclusive interviews with friends family members teachers roommates and colleagues and
featuring never before seen family photos this comprehensive biography reveals a multi faceted woman
worthy of our attention regardless of her husband and untimely death

Once Upon a Time

2024-05-21

focusing exclusively on kennedy family life in the white house carl sferrazza anthony illuminates in words
and pictures the domestic details special events private celebrations and personal tragedies that marked
john f kennedy s term from inauguration day to the final departure of jackie and the children in december
1963 337 photos many in color

The Kennedy White House

2002-10-08

mike figgis has always been intrigued by the workings of the hollywood system as he progressed from his
acclaimed us debut internal affairs through hellish studio wrangles on mr jones to oscar laurelled
success with leaving las vegas figgis always wanted to find a way to document the mores of the
hollywood industry before it could swallow him whole for projections he accepted an invitation to
return to la in late 1998 and create just such a document in conversation with established players such
as mel gibson jodie foster and jerry bruckheimer plus ascending talents such as salma hayek and paul
thomas anderson figgis paints a refreshingly honest but unmistakably dark portrait of an industry where
money does more than talk mike figgis s witnesses include mel gibson jodie foster mickey rourke nastassja
kinski elizabeth shue salma hayek paul thomas anderson jerry bruckheimer and many more

The New Leader

1997

Projections 10

2012-10-18
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